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Life and its extraction fuels climate change. We performed studies upon an 
extended series of petroleum hydrocarbons, with octanol-water partition 
coefficients (log Kow), by using the quantitative structure-activity 
relationship (QSAR) methods that imply analysis of correlations and 
representation of models. A suitable set of molecular descriptors was 
calculated and the genetic algorithm (GA) was employed to select those 
descriptors, resulting in the best-fit models. The partial least squares PLS 
(PLS) was utilized to construct the linear QSAR model. The best GA-PLS 
model contains 27 selected descriptors in 10 latent variables space. The R2 
and RMSE for training and test sets were (0.827, 0.088) and (0.716, 0.185), 
respectively. Inspection of the results reveals a higher R2 and lowers the 
RMSE value parameter for the data set GA-PLS. The GA-PLS linear model has 
good statistical quality with low prediction error. This is the first research on 
the QSAR which uses GA-PLS for the presiction octanol-water partition 
coefficients of some of the environmental toxic of the petroleum substances. 
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Introduction 

Petroleum hydrocarbon (PHC) is often used as a general term to describe a mixture of various 

organic compounds, mostly pure hydrocarbons, but also including low-polarity hetero-substituted 

saturates and aromatics, found in crude oil, bitumen and coal. Petroleum hydrocarbons are typically 

grouped by structure: saturates, olefins, aromatics, polar compounds (a wide variety of compounds 

containing sulfur, oxygen and nitrogen), and asphaltenes [1, 2].  

Due to their derivation from the natural crude oils and the refining processes used in their 

production, petroleum substances are complex mixtures of hydrocarbons and various compositions. 

Reflecting the properties of the constituent hydrocarbons, they are hydrophobic and exhibit low 

solubility in water. However, since the individual hydrocarbon components vary considerably in 

molecular weight or ‘carbon number’, and also vary in their degree of unsaturation, the individual 

hydrocarbons exhibit a range of water solubility.  When adding incremental amounts of a complex 

petroleum substance in water, a point will be reached at which the solubility limit of the least soluble 

component is exceeded and the remaining components will then partition between the water and the 

undissolved hydrocarbon phase. As a result, the composition of the total dissolved hydrocarbons will 
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be different from the composition of the parent substance. Thus, the strict definition of ‘water 

solubility’ does not apply to petroleum substances [3].  

As well as being hydrophobic, hydrocarbons are lipophilic, resulting in high octanolwater 

partition coefficients (or log Kow values). Hydrocarbons cause toxicity in aquatic organisms by a 

mechanism referred to as ‘non-polar narcosis’, or ‘general’ (non-specific) toxicity [3]. The values of 

log Kow for individual hydrocarbons increase with increasing carbon number within homologous 

series of generic types. Substances with the same carbon number show decreasing log Kow values 

with increasing levels of unsaturation. Quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR), relating 

log Kow values of single hydrocarbons to toxicity, show that water solubility decreases more rapidly 

with increasing Kow than does the concentration causing effects [4]. This relationship varies 

somewhat with species, but it follows that there is a log Kow limit for hydrocarbons, above which they 

will not exhibit acute toxicity; this limit is at a log Kow value of about 4 to 5 [3, 4]. It has been confirmed 

experimentally that for fish and invertebrates, paraffinic hydrocarbons with a carbon number of 10 

or higher (log Kow >5) show no acute toxicity and that alkylbenzenes with a carbon number of 14 or 

greater (log Kow >5) similarly show no acute toxicity [5]. From these well-demonstrated solubility 

‘cut-offs’ for acute toxicity of hydrocarbon substances, which directly relate to their physico-chemical 

properties, it is clear that the same should hold for complex petroleum substances. As discussed later, 

individual components may contribute to the ‘total toxicity’ of the mixture even if individually, they 

do not reach a toxic concentration. A number of reports, dealing with QSAR octanol-water partition 

coefficients calculation of several compounds, have been published in the literature [6-8]. 

   In particular, GA is frequently used as search algorithms for variable selection in chemometrics 

and QSAR. GA is a stochastic method to solve the optimization problems defined by fitness criteria, 

applying the evolution hypothesis of Darwin and different genetic functions, i.e. crossover and 

mutation [9, 10]. Partial least square (PLS) is the most commonly used multivariate calibration 

method [11, 12]. PLS regression is a recent technique that generalizes and combines features from 

principal component analysis and multiple regressions. It is particularly useful when we need to 

predict a set of dependent variables from a (very) large set of independent variables (i.e., predictors 

predictors). It originated in the social sciences but became popular first in chemometrics (i.e., 

computational chemistry) due in part to Herman’s son Svante and in sensory evaluation. In the 

present study, GA-PLS was employed to generate QSAR model that correlate the structure of 

petroleum substances; with observed Kow. 
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Experimental 

Data set 

The octanol-water partition coefficients (log Kow) of the 52 environmental toxic of petroleum 

substances was taken from literature [13] is shown in Table 1. Schem 1 shows Chemical Structure of 

a few petroleum substances.  

Selection of descriptors 

All structures were drawn with the HyperChem software (version 6). Optimization of molecular 

structures was carried out by semi-empirical AM1 method using the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm until 

the root mean square gradient of 0.01 was obtained. Since the calculated values of the electronic 

features of molecules will be influenced by related conformation. In the current research an attempt 

was made to use the most stable conformations. Some electronic descriptors such as polarizability, 

dipole moment and orbital energies of LUMO and HOMO were calculated by the HyperChem 

software. Also optimized structures were used to calculate 1497 descriptors by DRAGON software 

version 3. 

    One of the challenging parts in developing models is choosing suitable parameters encoding 

different aspects of the molecular structure. A large number of structural descriptors can be 

calculated using existing software’s such as dragon. However, nowadays the main problem is 

choosing the most adequate and interpretable parameters needed for developing the models among 

a large number of them. To reduce the original pool of descriptors to an appropriate size, objective 

descriptor reduction was performed using various criteria. Reducing the pool of descriptors 

eliminates those descriptors which contribute either no information or whose information content 

is redundant with that of other descriptors present in the pool. Any descriptor that had identical or 

zero values for greater than 90% of the compounds was eliminated.  

 value owKThe data set and the corresponding observed Table 1.  

Entry Name Kow 

 Training Set  
1 2,3 dimethylheptane 4.6 
2 n-nonane 4.8 
3 Pentamethylheptane 5.9 
4 Dimethyldecane 6.0 
5 n-dodecane 6.1 
6 dodecane 7.4 
7 Cyclohexane 3.4 
8 Decalin  (cis) 1.2 
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9 Decalin (trans) 4.2 
10 135 trimecyclohexane 4.4 
11 toluene 2.7 
12 styrene 2.9 
13 Ethyl benzene 3.0 
14 p-xylene 3.1 
15 m-xylene 3.2 
16 Methyl styrene 3.4 
17 1,3,5 trimethylbenzene 3.6 
18 isopropyl benzene 3.7 
19 diphenyl methane 4.0 
20 m-diethylbenzene 4.1 
21 diisopropyl benzene 4.9 
22 phenyl-xylylmethane 5.1 
23 m-terphenyl 5.5 
24 diethylbiphenyl 5.8 
25 dibenzyltoluene 6.6 
26 acenaphthylene 2.9 
27 naphthalene 3.2 
28 methylnaphthalene 3.9 
29 isopropylnaphthalene 4.6 
30 propylnaphthalene 4.9 
31 triisopropylnaphthalene 7.5 
32 fluorene 4.1 
33 acenapthene 4.2 
34 dibenzothiophene 4.4 
35 phenanthrene 4.5 
36 fluoranthene 4.9 
37 me-phenanthrene 5.1 
38 benzo(a)anthracene 5.5 
39 chrysene 5.8 
40 benzo(a)pyrene 6.1 

  
  

 Training Set  
1 2,2,4,6,6 pentamethylheptane 6.0 
2 Tetrahydronaphthalene 4.0 
3 o-xylene 3.1 
4 benzene 2.0 
5 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 3.7 
6 biphenyl 4.1 
7 o-terphenyl 5.5 
8 ethylnaphthalene 3.9 
9 diisopropylnaphthalene 6.1 

10 anthracene 4.4 
11 pyrene 4.9 
12 me-phenanthrene 5.5 
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Scheme 1. Chemical Structure of a few petroleum substances 

Computer hardware and software 

All calculations were run on a HP Laptop computer with AMD Turion 64X2 processor with 

windows XP operating system. The optimizations of molecular structures were done by the 

HyperChem 7.0 (AM1 method) and descriptors were calculated by Dragon Version 3.0 software’s. 

Cross validation, GA-PLS and other calculation were performed in the MATLAB (Version 7, 

Mathworks, Inc.) environment. 

Genetic algorithm 

Genetic algorithm is a stochastic method to solve the optimization problems, defined by fitness 

criteria applying to the evolution hypothesis of darwin and different genetic functions, i.e., crossover 

and mutation. Compared to the traditional search and optimization procedures, GA is robust, global 

and generally more straightforward to apply to situations where there is little or no a priori 

knowledge about the process to be controlled. Since GA does not require derivative information or a 

formal initial estimate of the solution region and because of the stochastic nature of the search 

mechanism, it is capable to search the entire solution space with a greater probability of finding the 

global optimum.  
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Partial least squares 

PLS is a linear multivariate method for relating the process variables X with responses Y. PLS can 

analyze data with strongly collinear, noisy, and numerous variables in both X and Y [19]. PLS reduces 

the dimension of the predictor variables by extracting factors or latent variables that are correlated 

with Y while capturing a large amount of the variations in X. This means that PLS maximizes the 

covariance between matrices X and Y. In PLS, the scaled matrices X and Y are decomposed into score 

vectors (  and ), loading vectors ( and ), and residual error matrices (  and ): 

 

 

(1) 

Where  is the number of latent variables. In an inner relation, the score vector  is linearly 

regressed against the score vector u.  

Ui = biti+hi (2) 

Where b is regression coefficient that is determined by minimizing the residual h. It is crucial to 

determine the optimal number of latent variables and cross validation is a practical and reliable way 

to test the predictive significance of each PLS component. There are several algorithms to calculate 

the PLS model parameters. In this work, the NIPALS algorithm was used with the exchange of scores 

[12]. 

N-octanol/water partition coefficient  

N-octanol/water partition coefficient (Kow) is defined as the ratio of the concentration of a 

chemical in n-octanol and water at equilibrium at a specified temperature. 

Kow = Concentration in Octanol/ Concentration in water                                         (3) 

 
Values of Kow are unitless and usually expressed as log Kow, a relative indicator of the tendency of 

an organic compound to adsorb to soil and living organism. Also effect of ionic strength on the 

octanol-water partition coefficients is as follows: 

KOS (salt) = Kow × 10 S                                                                             (4) 
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Where (S) is Séchenov constant. LogKow are generally inversely related to water solubility and 

directly proportional to molecular weight of a substance.  Under REACH, Kow or logKow is not 

required for inorganic substances. Kow or logKow is a key input parameter in environmental modelling 

tools to estimate environmental exposure levels.  

Results and discussion 

Results of the GA-PLS model 

To reduce the original pool of descriptors to an appropriate size, the objective descriptor 

reduction was performed using various criteria. Reducing the pool of descriptors eliminates those 

descriptors which contribute either no information or whose information content is redundant with 

other descriptors present in the pool. The remained descriptors were employed to generate the 

model with the GA-PLS program. The best model is selected on the basis of the highest square 

correlation coefficient (R2) and root mean square error (RMSE) of prediction and simplicity of the 

model. These parameters are probably the most popular measure of how well a model fits the data. 

The best GA-PLS model contains 27 selected descriptors in 10 latent variables space. The R2 and 

RMSE for training and test sets were (0.827, 0.088) and (0.716, 0.185), respectively. For this in 

general, the number of components (Latent variables) is less than number of independent variables 

in PLS analysis. The PLS model uses higher number of descriptors that allow the model to extract 

better structural information from descriptors to result in a lower prediction error. The statistical 

parameters R2 and RMSE were obtained for proposed model. Each of the statistical parameters 

mentioned above were used for assessing the statistical significance of the QSAR model.  

Inspection of the results reveals a higher R2 and lowers RMSE value parameter for the data set GA-

PLS. The GA-PLS linear model has good statistical quality with low prediction error. A plot of 

predicted Kow versus experimental Kow values by GA-PLS for is shown Figure 1. Obviously, there is a 

close agreement between the experimental and predicted Kow and the data represent a very low 

scattering around a straight line with respective slope and intercept close to one and zero.  The key 

strength of PLS, unlike regression analysis, is their ability to flexible mapping of the selected features 

by manipulating their functional dependence implicitly. The statistical parameters reveal the high 

predictive ability of PLS model. The whole of these data clearly displays a significant improvement of 

the QSAR model consequent to nonlinear statistical treatment. Obviously, there is a close agreement 

between the experimental and predicted RT and the data represent a very low scattering around a 

straight line with respective slope and intercept close to one and zero. As can be seen in this section, 

the PLS is more reproducible octanol-water partition coefficients.   

http://www.chemsafetypro.com/Topics/CRA/Water_Solubility.html
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Figure 1. Plot of predicted Kow obtained by GA-PLS against the experimental values 

The logKow is a very important parameter for predicting the distribution of a substance in various 

environmental compartments (water, soil, air, biota, etc). Substances with high logKow values tend to 

adsorb more readily to organic matter in soils or sediments because of their low affinity for water. 

Chemicals with very high logKow values (i.e, >4.5) are of greater concern because they may have the 

potential to bio-concentrate in living organisms. For above reason, n-octanol/water partition 

coefficient (Kow) is used as a screening test for bio-accumulation test. The assumption behind this is 

that the uptake of an organic substance is driven by its hydrophobicity. For organic substances with 

a logKow value below 4.5 it is assumed that the affinity for the lipids of an organism is insufficient to 

exceed the bio-accumulation criterion i.e. a BCF value of 2000. For some groups of chemicals, such as 

metals and surface active compounds, logKow is not a valid descriptor for assessing the 

bioaccumulation potential. Information on bioaccumulation of such substances should therefore take 

account of other descriptors or mechanisms than hydrophobicity. 

Interpretation of descriptors 

In the chromatographic retention of compounds in the stationary phase two important types of 

interactions contribute to the chromatographic retention of the compounds: the induction and 

dispersion forces. The dispersion forces are related to steric factors, molecular size, shape and 

branching, while the induced forces are related to the dipolar moment, which should stimulate 

dipole-induced dipole interactions. 
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Constitutional descriptors are most simple and commonly used descriptors, reflecting the 

molecular composition of a compound without any information about its molecular geometry. 

Number of C atoms, the average bond order of a C atom and the minimum atomic state energy for a 

C atom quantify the bond strength between the C atoms. A molecule locked in a rigid conformation 

due to strong intramolecular interactions is in fact less free to move and is expected to have a higher 

boiling point. 

The hydrogen bonding is a measure of the tendency of a molecule to form hydrogen bonds. This 

is related to number of Hydrogen atoms (nH). Hydrogen-bonding may be divided into an electrostatic 

term and a polarization/charge transfer term. 

The geometrical descriptors are suitable for complex-behaved properties, because they take into 

account the 3D-arrangement of atoms without ambiguities (as those appearing when using chemical 

graphs), as well as they do not depend on the molecular size and thus they are applicable to a large 

number of molecules with great structural variance, which have a characteristic common to all of 

them.  

The GETAWAY (GEometry, Topology, and Atom-Weights Assembl Y) descriptors try to match 

3Dmolecular geometry provided by the molecular influence matrix and atom relatedness by 

molecular topology, with chemical information by using different atomic weights. These descriptors 

are quickly computed from the atomic positions of the molecule atoms (hydrogens included). 

The geometrical descriptors are suitable for complex-behaved properties, because they take into 

account the 3D-arrangement the atoms without ambiguities (as those appearing when using 

chemical graphs), as well as they do not depend on the molecular size and thus they are applicable to 

a large number of molecules with great structural variance, which have a characteristic common to 

all of them.  

Gravitational index (G2) (bond-restricted) is a geometrical descriptor that reflecting the mass 

distribution in a molecule and defined as Eq. (5) 
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Where mi and mj are the atomic masses of the considered atoms; rij the corresponding interatomic 

distances; and A the number of all pairs of bonded atoms of the molecule. This index is related to the 

bulk cohesiveness of the molecules, accounting, simultaneously, for both atomic masses (volumes) 

and their distribution within the molecular space. This index can be extended to any other atomic 

property different from atomic mass, such as atomic polarizability, atomic, van der Waals volumeetc.  
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Topological descriptors are based on a graph representation of the molecule. They are numerical 

quantifiers of molecular topology obtained by the application of algebraic operators to matrices 

representing molecular graphs and whose values are independent of vertex numbering or labeling. 

They can be sensitive to one or more structural features of the molecule such as size, shape, 

symmetry, branching and cyclicity and can also encode chemical information concerning atom type 

and bond multiplicity. 

 Although these descriptors are often successful in rationalizing log Kow of petroleum substances, 

they cannot account for conformational changes and they do not provide information about 

electronic influence through bonds or across space. For that reason, quantum chemical descriptors 

are used in developing QSAR.  

     Quantum chemical descriptors were defined in terms of atomic charges and used to describe 

electronic aspects both of the whole molecule and of particular regions, such atoms, bonds, and 

molecular fragments. They include thermodynamic properties (system energies) and electronic 

property (HOMO energy). The HOMO as an electron donor represents the ability to donate an 

electron. The HOMO energy plays a very important role in the nucleophylic behavior and it 

represents molecular reactivity as a nucleophyle [13].  

    From the above discussion, it can be seen that the particle size, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic 

interactions are the likely three factors controlling the log Kow of these compounds. All the descriptors 

involved in the model, which have explicit physical meaning, may account for the structure 

responsible for the log Kow of these compounds. 

Model validation and statistical parameters 

The applied internal (leave-group-out cross validation (LGO-CV)) and external (validation set) 

validation methods were used for the predictive power of models. In the leave-group-out procedure 

one compound was removed from the data set, the model was trained with the remaining compounds 

and used to predict the discarded compound. The process was repeated for each compound in the 

data set. The predictive power of the models developed on the selected training set is estimated on 

the predicted values of validation set chemicals. The data set should be divided into three new sub-

data sets, one for calibration and prediction (training), and the other one for validation sets. The 

calibration set was used for model generation. The prediction set was applied deal with overfitting 

of the network, whereas validation set which its molecules have no role in model building was used 

for the evaluation of the predictive ability of the models for external set [14, 15].  
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In the other hand by means of training set, the best model is found and then, the prediction power 

of it is checked by validation set, as an external data set. In this work, from all 52 components, 30 

components are in calibration set, 10 components are in prediction set and 12 components are in 

validation set). The result clearly displays a significant improvement of the QSAR model consequent 

to non-linear statistical treatment and a substantial independence of model prediction from the 

structure of the validation molecule. In the above analysis, the descriptive power of a given model 

has been measured by its ability to predict partition of unknown petroleum substances.   

For the constructed models, some general statistical parameters were selected to evaluate the 

predictive ability of the models for log Kow values. In this case, the predicted log Kow  of each sample 

in prediction step was compared with the experimental acidity constant. 

Root mean square error (RMSE) is a measurement of the average difference between predicted 

and experimental values, at the prediction step. RMSE can be interpreted as the average prediction 

error, expressed in the same units as the original response values. Its small value indicates that the 

model predicts better than chance and can be considered statistically significant. The RMSE was 

obtained by the following formula: 
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The other statistical parameter was relative error (RE) that shows the predictive ability of each 

component, and is calculated as: 
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The predictive ability was evaluated by the square of the correlation coefficient (R2) which is 

based on the prediction error sum of squares and was calculated by following equation: 
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Where yi is the experimental log Kow in the sample i, 
i

y


 represented the predicted log Kow in the 

sample i,
_

y  is the mean of experimental log Kow in the prediction set and n is the total number of 

samples used in the validation set.  

The main aim of the present work was to assess the performances of GA-PLS, for modeling the log 

Kow of compounds. The procedures of modeling including descriptor generation, splitting of the data, 

variable selection and validation were the same as those performed for modeling of the log Kow of 

petroleum substances. 

Conclusion 

In this research, an accurate QSAR model for estimating the octanol-water partition coefficients of 

environmental toxic of petroleum substances was developed by employing the GA-PLS technique. 

This model has good predictive capacity and excellent statistical parameters. It is easy to notice that 

there was a good prospect for the GA-PLS application in the QSAR modeling. It can also be used 

successfully to estimate the Kow for new compounds or for other compounds whose experimental 

values are unknown. This is the first research on the QSAR which uses GA-PLS for presiction octanol-

water partition coefficients of some of environmental toxic of petroleum substances. 
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